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Abstract— Reconfigurable intelligent surfaces (RISs) have been
proposed as a key enabler to improve the coverage of the
signals and mitigate the frequent blockages in millimeter
wave (mmWave) multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) com-
munications. However, the channel state information (CSI) acqui-
sition is one of the major challenges for the practical deployment
of the RIS. The passive RIS without any baseband processing
capabilities brings difficulty on the channel estimation (CE), since
the individual channels or the cascaded one can be estimated only
at base station (BS) via uplink training or mobile station (MS)
via downlink training. In order to facilitate the CSI acquisition,
we focus on the hybrid RIS architecture, where a small number
of elements are active and able to receive and process the pilot
signals at the RIS. The CE is performed in two stages by
following the atomic norm minimization to recover the channel
parameters, i.e., angles of departure (AoDs), angles of arrival
(AoAs), and propagation path gains. Simulation results show
that the proposed scheme can outperform the passive RIS CE
under the same training overhead. Furthermore, we also study
the theoretical performance limits in terms of mean square
error (MSE) via Cramér-Rao lower bound (CRLB) analyses.

Index Terms— Channel estimation, reconfigurable intelligent
surface, Cramér-Rao lower bound, mmWave MIMO, hybrid RIS.

I. INTRODUCTION

M ILLIMETER-WAVE (mmWave) multiple-input
multiple-output (MIMO) systems are regarded as an

essential technology for the fifth generation (5G) wireless
networks [1], [2]. In order to compensate for the path loss
effect, large antenna arrays are required at both the transmitter
and receiver. The features of the channel model in mmWave
bands are tightly associated with the high frequencies, which
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lead to frequent blockage [3], inevitable high path loss, and
inherent channel sparsity. Nevertheless, mmWave MIMO
systems heavily rely on line-of-sight (LoS) to guarantee
sufficient received power and spectral efficiency (SE) [4].

Reconfigurable intelligent surfaces (RISs) have been pro-
posed as a promising solution to maintain the coverage of the
signals and resolve the blockage problem in mmWave MIMO
systems [5]–[10]. The RIS commonly consists of an array
with low-cost discrete phase shifters. By adjusting these phase
shifters, the RIS can modify their signal response to achieve a
certain objective, for example, focusing the signal towards the
receiver [11], [12]. The introduction of the RIS can bring other
benefits, such as improved physical layer security [13], [14]
and enhanced SE [5]. In addition, the RIS can also increase
the accuracy of indoor and outdoor localization [15], [16].

To enable the optimal or suboptimal joint design of the
beamforming vectors at the base station (BS) and mobile
station (MS) [17] and RIS phase control matrix, nearly
perfect channel state information (CSI) is of great essence
for RIS-aided mmWave MIMO systems. The CSI generally
includes the individual RIS-BS and MS-RIS channels, cas-
caded channel, or corresponding channel parameters. How-
ever, the CSI acquisition is already a challenging task in
mmWave MIMO systems, and even more complicated in RIS-
aided scenarios. For instance, in the passive RIS without any
baseband processing capabilities, the CE can be done only
at the BS or MS. Various CE methods for passive RIS have
been investigated in [6], [11], [18]–[23]. In [23], Zheng and
Zhang proposed a CE procedure for RIS, which is done by
considering that all the elements are switched ON during the
pilot training. However, despite the improvement on the perfor-
mance compared to ON/OFF scheme, this method still requires
a large training overhead. In our recent work [18], we proposed
a two-stage CE via atomic norm minimization (ANM) for the
passive RIS architecture. At the first CE stage, we aim to
estimate the angles of arrival (AoAs) at the MS and angles
of departure (AoDs) at the BS. Based on these estimates,
we design the beam training matrix and the combing matrix for
the second stage sounding. At the second CE stage, we target
at recovering the remaining channel parameters, i.e., the angle
difference associated with the RIS and the products of path
gains from the received pilot signals. Note that we keep the
beam training matrix and the combining matrix fixed, while we
change the RIS phase control matrix during the second stage
sounding. With this method, we can further reduce the training
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overhead while obtaining a super-resolution estimation of the
channel parameters.

Alternatively, the hybrid RIS with a mix of both passive and
active elements has been proposed by Taha et al. in [24] to
reduce the difficulty on CSI acquisition. The active elements
are introduced to sense the received signals. With this assump-
tion, the estimation of the entire BS-RIS-MS channel can be
divided into two point-to-point (P2P) MIMO CE subproblems,
which simplifies the CSI acquisition at the sacrifice of higher
power consumption at the RIS. Motivated by the pioneering
work in [24], the hybrid architecture has been intensively
studied in [25]–[30]. For instance, Alexandropoulos et al.
in [29] described the hardware design of the hybrid RIS
and presented a full-wave proof-of-concept of the application.
In our previous work [26], we compared the CE performance
between the passive and hybrid RIS architectures for mmWave
MIMO systems considering the two-way uplink and downlink
training. Interestingly, we noticed that the passive RIS CE
can outperform the hybrid RIS CE in the particular scenario
of [26], where CE was totally performed at the RIS using a
two-way training. Nevertheless, in order to exploit the benefits
of the deployment of the hybrid RIS, i.e., mitigation of the CSI
acquisition, we keep investigating methods that can further
improve CE, outperforming the passive RIS.

For the reasons discussed above, we focus on the
hybrid/semi-passive1 RIS CE and extend our previous
work [30] in a more comprehensive manner in this paper.
In particular, in the current work we develop in detail the
theoretical limit analysis via Cramér-Rao lower bound (CRLB)
analysis including the combining matrices, set of active ele-
ments and the number of training sequences on the estimation
performance. In addition, in the current paper we also discuss
the location of the RIS and its impact on the CE performance.

By adopting the structured channel training, we develop
a two-stage CE for hybrid RIS assisted mmWave MIMO
systems. Different from our work in [26], we restrict the
training to only one way via the uplink transmission. Despite
the fact that we used the hybrid RIS architecture also in [26],
the CE formulations in this paper are new. For example,
in [26], the CE was performed only at the RIS with a large
number of active elements. Herein, we develop the CE by
taking into consideration two received signals, one at RIS and
the other at BS. We also reduce the number of active RIS
elements tailored for CE.

In the training procedure, the MS sends pilot signals to both
the RIS and the BS. The signals are received at the RIS by the
active elements, while the remaining passive elements reflect
the signal towards the BS. At the first CE stage, we target
at the recovery of the channel parameters in the MS-RIS
channel via the ANM based on the received signals at the
RIS. Subsequently, the estimates of the channel parameters
are transmitted to the BS via an error-free backhaul link. Thus,
the BS can reconstruct the MS-RIS channel matrix based on
the feedback. In order to simplify the CE and to reduce the
training overhead, we use the reconstructed channel matrix

1In the sequel, we use hybrid RIS to represent semi-passive/hybrid RIS for
notation simplicity.

at the second CE stage, where we target at recovering the
remaining channel parameters based on the received signals at
the BS by resorting to the ANM. We evaluate the performance
in terms of the mean square error (MSE) of the channel
parameter estimation, NMSE of the channel matrices and SE.
Our simulation results prove that our proposed CE method not
only simplifies the CSI acquisition for RIS-aided mmWave
MIMO systems with the aid of a small number of active
RIS elements but also brings better CE performance than the
passive RIS [18] and two-way uplink downlink training [26].
The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:

• We propose a two-stage CE procedure for the hybrid
RIS-assisted mmWave MIMO systems based on ANM.
Since we adopt the hybrid RIS architecture, we can
decouple the CE problems as to simplify the CSI
acquisition.

• We provide a theoretical analysis in terms of the Cramér-
Rao lower bound, which serves as the theoretical bench-
mark for our proposed CE method.

• We study the effect of the RIS location and path loss
on the performance of hybrid RIS CE, where the BS and
MS locations are fixed while the RIS location varies. The
study can be used as a guidance for the RIS deployment
in the current and upcoming wireless systems.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
describes the channel model, while Section III provides the
sounding procedure for the RIS architectures. The proposed
CE is detailed in Section IV, followed by the design of
RIS phase control matrix and BS/MS beamforming vectors
in the Section V. Furthermore, the CRLB is studied in the
Section VI. The performance evaluation, metrics and simula-
tion results are provided in Section VII with conclusions drawn
in Section VIII.

Notation: A bold capital letter A denotes a matrix and a
lowercase letter a denotes a column vector, while ()H, ()∗, and
()T denote the Hermitian transpose, conjugate, and transpose,
respectively. [a]m is the mth element of a, [A]:,n and [A]m,n

are the nth column and the (m, n)th entry of A, respectively.
⊗ denotes the Kronecker product,� is the Khatri-Rao product,
vec(A) is the vectorization of A, diag(a) being a square
diagonal matrix with entries of a on its diagonal, �.�F is
the Frobenius norm, Tr(A) is the sum value of the diagonal
elements of A, T(A) denotes the block Toeplitz matrix
constructed from the vectorized form of A, i.e., vec(A), being
its first row. (·)† denotes the Moore–Penrose inverse, A is the
atomic set, conv(A) denotes the convex hull of A, and E is
the expectation operator.

II. CHANNEL MODEL

We consider the hybrid RIS-assisted mmWave MIMO sys-
tems, which include one multi-antenna BS, one hybrid multi-
element RIS, and one multi-antenna MS. The number of
antennas at the BS and the MS are denoted by NB and NM,
respectively, and the number of elements at the hybrid RIS
is NR. We assume that the direct MS-BS channel is obstructed
(e.g., due to blockage), which leads to the demand on the
deployment of the RIS to maintain the connectivity between
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the BS and MS.2 We adopt an uniform linear array (ULA) for
the antennas/elements, but the extension to an uniform planar
array (UPA) is feasible. Moreover, we focus on a CE proposal
requiring only uplink training procedures.

The propagation channels consist of two tandem channels,
i.e., MS-RIS and RIS-BS channels, denoted by HM,R ∈
CNR×NM and HR,B ∈ CNB×NR , respectively. We adopt a block-
fading channel, which means that HM,R and HR,B stay constant
during a certain period of time, known as coherence time.
By following the geometric channel model, we write HM,R as

HM,R =
LM,R∑
l=1

[ρM,R]lα([φM,R]l)αH([θM,R]l),

= A(φM,R)diag(ρM,R)AH(θM,R), (1)

where [ρM,R]l is the lth propagation path gain, LM,R is
the number of paths, θM,R and φM,R, are the AoDs and
AoAs of the channel, respectively. Finally, α([φM,R]l) and
α([θM,R]l) are the array response vectors as a function
of [φM,R]l and [θM,R]l. Considering half-wavelength inter-
antenna element spacing, the array response vectors are
[α([φM,R]l)]n = exp{jπ(n − 1) sin([φM,R]l)}, for n =
1, · · · , NR and [α([θM,R]l)]n = exp{jπ(n − 1) sin([θM,R]l)},
for n = 1, · · · , NM, and j =

√−1. Similarly, the array
response matrices A(θM,R) and A(φM,R) are formulated as

A(θM,R) =
[
α([θM,R]1), . . . , α([φM,R]LM,R)

]
, (2)

A(φM,R) =
[
α([φM,R]1), . . . , α([φM,R]LM,R)

]
. (3)

Similarly, the RIS-BS channel HR,B is

HR,B =
LR,B∑
l=1

[ρR,B]lα([φR,B]l)αH([θR,B]l),

= A(φR,B)diag(ρR,B)AH(θR,B), (4)

where [ρR,B]l, α([φR,B]l), and α([θR,B]l) are the lth propa-
gation path gain, and array response vectors as a function of
[φR,B]l and [θR,B]l, respectively. By applying (1) and (4), and
taking RIS into consideration, we can express the complete
end-to-end MS-RIS-BS channel as

H = HR,BΩHM,R, (5)

where Ω ∈ CNR×NR is the phase control matrix at the RIS with
unit-modulus elements on the diagonal. By assuming that the
RIS is composed by discrete phase shifters, the phase control
matrix is [Ω]k,k = exp (jωk), where ωk ∈ [0, 2π). Moreover,
we the effective channel G is

G = diag(ρR,B)AH(θR,B)ΩA(φM,R)diag(ρM,R), (6)

which depends on the phase control matrix and angular
parameters associated with the RIS and propagation path gains.

2The proposed algorithm can be further extended by taking into account
the direct MS-BS channel. In such a case, we first estimate the direct MS-BS
channel by setting the RIS in the absorption mode. After that, we can follow
the proposed two-stage CE algorithm for estimating the remaining channels.

Fig. 1. Hybrid RIS with both passive and active elements.

III. SOUNDING PROCEDURE FOR RIS ARCHITECTURES

In this section, we detail the sounding procedure for the
passive RIS architecture, used for comparison purposes, and
the hybrid RIS, which is composed of both passive and active
elements, as illustrated in Fig. 1.

A. Passive RIS Architecture

In the literature, the CE for the passive RIS architecture
has been conducted in [6], [11], [19]. In this case, the CE
of the individual channels or the cascaded one as in (5) can
be performed only at the BS or MS. We aim at estimating
the channel parameters in (1) and (4) other than the whole
channel matrices by taking into consideration the inherent
channel sparsity.

We assume block fading channel, so that we can divide the
coherence time into two sub-intervals, the first one for CE
and the second one for data transmission (DT). We further
divide the CE sub-interval into K blocks. We assume the
uplink pilot-based training procedure, where the MS sends a
series of training matrices Xk during k = 1, · · · , K to the
BS. The signal is reflected at the RIS by Ωk

3 and combined
at the BS by Wk, received as YPk. In the first block of
CE, we target the extraction of the AoAs at BS and AoDs
at MS. The training matrix is X0 ∈ CNB×N0 , the combining
matrix at BS is Wt ∈ CNM×M0 , where N0 is the number of
training beams at the first stage of CE and M0 is the number
of columns at the combining matrix. Also, we keep the phase
control matrix fixed as Ω1 ∈ CNR×NR . Based on the estimates
of the first stage, we design the beam matrix and the combining
matrix for the second stage. Thus, we have Xt ∈ CNB×LR,B and
Wt ∈ CNM×LM,R . In the second stage, we target the recovery
of the angle difference and the products of path gains. We keep
the training matrix and the combining matrix fixed, while the
phase control matrix varies from block to block. The received
signal at the BS is

YPk =
√

PTβ2WH
k HR,BΩkHM,RXk

+ WH
k Zk, for k = 1, · · · , K, (7)

3During the sounding process, the phase control matrix, the training matri-
ces, and the analog combining matrix are constructed with random phases
due to the lack of prior information on the channel parameters. However,
directional pilots can be considered if prior information on the channel
parameters, especially angular parameters, is available, which is left as our
future work.
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where PT is the transmit power, Zk is the additive white
Gaussian noise with each entry distributed as CN (0, σ2), and

the overall path loss β2 is given by β2 =
√

1
β(d1,d2)

, where
d1 and d2 are the distance between MS and RIS and that
between RIS and BS, respectively. In other words, in the entire
link MS-RIS-BS, the path loss depends on both distances
d1 and d2. In particular, the CE for the passive RIS-aided
mmWave MIMO systems is addressed using the two-stage
procedure via ANM, detailed in [18], which is omitted here
for brevity.

B. Hybrid RIS Architecture

Thanks to the availability of measurements/received signals
at the active elements illustrated in Fig. 1, we can perform
the CE at RIS in the hybrid architecture. After the CE, the
estimates of the channel parameters are transmitted to the BS
by using the backhaul link.4 Furthermore, by adopting the
hybrid RIS architecture, we can decouple the CE problem and
further simplify the CSI acquisition [24]. We assume perfect
time synchronization in the time domain between MS and BS
when performing CE as it is common in the literature [1].

We assume M out of NR RIS elements are active with
receiver capability and NRF,R = M receive radio fre-
quency (RF) processing chains at the RIS. We conduct uplink
pilot training, where the MS sends the beam training matrix
X ∈ C

NM×T to the BS and the RIS, where T is the number
of training sequences. For simplicity, we ignore possible
impairments due to different characteristics in the RF chains
at the RIS and at the BS. Similar to passive RIS sounding,
we also divide the CE sub-interval into K blocks, where
each block has T channel uses.

The pilot signals are received at RIS by the M active
elements, indexed by the set M, i.e., |M| = M , while the
remaining passive5 elements only reflect the incident signal
with the phase control matrix Ωk. It is worth mentioning that
Ωk differs from the phase control matrix in the passive RIS
since [Ωk]i,i = 0 for i ∈ M. After the reflection at the RIS,
the signal is further combined at the BS by WB ∈ CNB×NC,B ,
and received as Yk, where NC,B is the number of columns
of the combining matrix. In the training procedure, we keep
the combining matrix WB and the training matrix X constant
over all the blocks, while the phase control matrix Ωk at
the RIS varies from block to block. Fig. 2 summarizes the
training procedure for the hybrid RIS, occurring prior to DT.
The received signal at the RIS YHk is expressed as

YHk =
√

PTβ1WHkHM,RX+WHkZ1k, for k=1, · · · , K,

(8)

where WHk is a row-selection matrix containing M rows of
a NR × NR identity matrix, Z1k ∈ CM×T is the Gaussian
noise with each entry distributed as CN (0, σ2). The term β1

4Alternatively, the RIS can also use the backhaul link to share its received
signals to the BS in order to offload the computation to the BS. In this sense,
we can keep a simple architecture for the RIS.

5Since the passive RIS elements are not connected to the RF chains and
baseband processing units, they cause no interference to the received signal
at the RIS.

Fig. 2. Uplink training procedure for the hybrid RIS. We divide the coherence
time in two sub-intervals, one for CE and the other for DT. We further divide
the CE sub-interval into K blocks with each block containing T channel uses.

is expressed as β1 =
√

1
β(d1)

, where β(d1) is the path loss
associated with the MS-RIS channel. Moreover, the received
signal at BS is expressed as

Yk =
√

PTβ2WH
BHR,BΩkHM,RX + WH

BZ2k, (9)

where Z2k ∈ C
NB×T is the Gaussian noise also with each

entry distributed as CN (0, σ2). After K blocks, the complete
received signal at the RIS is YH = [YH

T
1 , · · · , YH

T
K ]T ∈

CMK×T , which can be summarized as

YH =
√

PTβ1WHHM,RX + Z̄1, (10)

where WH = [WH
T
1 , · · · , WH

T
K ]T ∈ C

MK×NR , Z̄1 =
[(WH1Z11)T, · · · , (WHKZ1K)T]T ∈ CMK×T . The complete
received signal at the BS Y = [Y1, · · · ,YK ] ∈ CNC,B×TK is
defined as

Y =
√

PTβ2WH
BHR,BU + Z̄2, (11)

where U = [Ω1HM,RX, · · · ,ΩKHM,RX] ∈ C
NR×TK and Z̄2 =

[WH
B Z21, · · · , WH

B Z2K ] ∈ CNC,B×TK .
We propose a two-stage CE to recover the channel parame-

ters from the received signals in (10) and (11). At the first
stage, we recover the channel parameters in HM,R based on
the received signal at the RIS in (10). After the estimation of
HM,R, the RIS sends the estimates of the channel parameters to
the BS via the backhaul link. The BS reconstructs the channel
HM,R based on the estimates of the channel parameters,
denoted as ĤM,R. At the second stage, we assume ĤM,R ≈
HM,R and target at the recovery of the channel parameters in
HR,B from the received signal at the BS in (11).

IV. RIS CHANNEL ESTIMATION

Channel estimation for mmWave MIMO systems has been
investigated by applying compressive sensing (CS) methods.
By leveraging the sparsity property of mmWave MIMO chan-
nels, the CS methods can reduce significantly the training
overhead compared to least-squares (LS) [31] and minimum
mean squared error (MMSE) [32] based methods. CS methods
can be generally classified into two categories, i.e., on-the-grid
methods [33] as well as more advanced off-the-grid methods,
such as ANM [34], [35]. ANM is a well-known technique
that can reconstruct the sparse signals without discretizing
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the entire angle spaces for the angle of arrival and angle of
departure into grids. By using ANM, we can successfully avoid
the basis mismatch that degrades the performance, commonly
seen in the on-the-grid methods [36].

A. Atomic Norm Minimization

We resort to the ANM for the recovery of the angular
parameters or equivalent spatial frequencies. We substitute the
angular parameters with spatial frequencies in the following.
Thus, we can express (1) as

HM,R =
LM,R∑
l=1

[ρM,R]lα([g1]l)αH([f1]l), (12)

where the spatial frequencies f1 = sin(θM,R), g1 = sin(φM,R).
With the abuse of α(·), we redefine [α([g1]l)]n = exp{jπ(n−
1)[g1]l}. Similarly, we express (4) as

HR,B =
LR,B∑
l=1

[ρR,B]lα([g2]l)αH([f2]l), (13)

where the spatial frequencies f2 = sin(θR,B), g2 = sin(φR,B).
These spatial frequencies are within [0, 1) by assuming the
angles are within [0, π). The atomic set of HM,R, denoted by
AM, is expressed as

AM =
{

Q1(f1, g1) : f1 ∈
[
0, 1
)
, g1 ∈

[
0, 1
)}

, (14)

where Q1(f1, g1) = α(f1)αH(g1) is the matrix atom. Simi-
larly, the atomic set of HR,B is given by

AN =
{

Q2(f2, g2) : f2 ∈
[
0, 1
)
, g2 ∈

[
0, 1
)}

, (15)

where Q2(f2, g2) = α(f2)αH(g2) denotes the matrix atom.

B. First Stage of CE for Hybrid RIS

At the first stage, we aim at the recovery of the channel
parameters in HM,R. For this reason, we formulate the atomic
norm with respect to the atomic set AM as

�HM,R�AM = inf{q : HM,R ∈ conv(AM)}. (16)

The equivalent form as a semidefinite programming (SDP)
problem is [36]

�HM,R�AM = inf{C,V}
{ 1

2NM
Tr(T(C)) +

1
2NR

Tr(T(V))
}

s.t.

[
T(C) HM,R

HH
M,R T(V)

]
� 0, (17)

where T(C) and T(v) are 2-level Toeplitz matrices. The
recovery of the angles θM,R and φM,R (or equivalently f1 and
g1) can be done by addressing the following convex problem

ĤM,R =argmin
HM,R

τ�HM,R�AM +
1
2
�
√

PTβ1WHHM,RX−YH�2F,

(18)

where τ is the regularization parameter set as τ ∝
σ
√

NRNM log(NRNM). Using the SDP formulation, we fur-
ther define the problem as

ĤM,R = arg min
HM,R,C,V

τ

2NM
Tr(T(C)) +

τ

2NR
Tr(T(V))

+
1
2
�
√

PTβ1WHHM,RX− YH�2F

s.t.

[
T(C) HM,R

HH
M,R T(V)

]
� 0. (19)

The solutions of the Toeplitz matrices T(C) and T(V) lead
us to the recovery of the angles θM,R and φM,R, respectively,
by applying the ROOTMUSIC algorithm [37].6 We assume
the order information of the angles and the number of paths
as known prior information. In practice, this information can
be obtained by using off-line channel measurements, CS-
based recovery algorithms [38], or ray tracing based network
planning tools. We estimate the path gain vector ρM,R by
applying the least squares (LS), which results in

ρ̂M,R =
[√

PTβ1(XT ⊗WH)
(
(A∗(θ̂M,R)� A(φ̂M,R)

)]†
yH,

(20)

where yH is defined as yH = vec(YH),θ̂M,R and φ̂M,R are the
estimates of θM,R and φM,R, respectively.

C. Second Stage of CE for Hybrid RIS

At the second stage, we aim at extracting the channel
parameters from the received signals at BS.7 In order to
simplify the CE, we use the estimate of ĤM,R from the first
stage,which results in

Û = [Ω1ĤM,RX, · · · ,ΩKĤM,RX] ∈ C
NR×TK . (21)

We formulate the atomic norm of HR,B as

�HR,B�AN = inf{q : HR,B ∈ conv(AN)}. (22)

By following the SDP formulation, we can write

�HR,B�AN = inf{S,O}
{ 1

2NR
Tr(T(S)) +

1
2NB

Tr(T(O))
}

s.t.

[
T(S) HR,B

HH
R,B T(O)

]
� 0. (23)

where T(S) and T(O) are 2-level Toeplitz matrices.
In order to recover the angles θR,B and φR,B in HR,B,

6The ROOTMUSIC algorithm can be easily implemented by using the
function rootmusic in MATLAB.

7Another alternative is to apply joint processing on the received signals at
both the BS and the RIS, which is left as our future work.
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we formulate the problem as

ĤR,B = arg min
HR,B

ν�HR,B�AN +
1
2
�
√

PTβ2WH
BHR,BÛ− Y�2F,

(24)

where the regularization parameter ν is set as ν ∝
σ
√

NRNB log(NRNB). By following the SDP formulation,
we define the problem as

ĤR,B = arg min
HR,B,S,O

ν

2NR
Tr(T(S)) +

ν

2NB
Tr(T(O))

+
1
2
�
√

PTβ2WH
BHR,BÛ− Y�2F

s.t.

[
T(S) HR,B

HH
R,B T(O)

]
� 0. (25)

Similarly, the angles θR,B and φR,B can be recovered based on
the solutions of T(S) and T(O), respectively, which can be
solved by ROOTMUSIC algorithm [37]. The estimate of the
path gain vector is addressed by LS as

ρ̂R,B =
[√

PTβ2(ÛT⊗WH
B)
(
(A∗(θ̂R,B)�A(φ̂R,B)

)]†
y, (26)

where y = vec(Y), θ̂R,B and φ̂R,B are the estimates of θR,B

and φR,B, respectively. The proposed two-stage CE method is
summarized in the Algorithm 1.

With the estimation of all the channel parameters, we can
calculate the angle differences associated with the RIS (written
as a matrix) and the products of path gains (written as a
vector). The angle differences are functions of the estimates
of φR,B and θM,R, expressed as

[Δ̂]lp = asin
[
sin ([φ̂M,R]l)− sin ([θ̂R,B]p)

]
,

for l = 1, · · · , LM,R, p = 1, · · · , LR,B. (27)

Moreover, the estimated products of path gains ρ̂ ∈
CLR,BLM,R×1 are defined as follows

ρ̂ = ρ̂R,B ⊗ ρ̂M,R. (28)

The training overhead for the proposed CE for hybrid
RIS-aided mmWave MIMO systems is given as

TH = KT
⌈ NC,B

NRF,B

⌉⌈ M

NRF,R

⌉
, (29)

where NRF,B is the number of RF chains at BS. The complexity
of the algorithm depends on the size of the PSD (positive
semidefinite) matrix in (19) and in (25), given respectively by
O(NR + NB)3.5 and O(NM + NR)3.5 [39]. Note also that the
complexity order of the ANM is much higher than that of the
LS algorithm in (20) and (26). For this reason, the overall
complexity order is max{O(NR + NB)3.5, O(NM + NR)3.5}.

V. DESIGN OF RIS PHASE CONTROL MATRIX AND

BEAMFORMING VECTORS

In this section, we present the design of the phase control
matrix at the RIS and the beamforming vectors at BS and MS.

Algorithm 1 The Proposed Two-Stage CE for Hybrid RIS
Input : f1, g1, f2, g2, ρR,B, ρM,R, M , K

1 Define HM,R, HR,B, WB, and X;
� Uplink training

2 for k ← 1 to K do
3 Define |M| = M ;
4 Get YHk accordingly to (8);
5 Set [Ωk]i,i = 0, for i ∈M;
6 Get Yk by following (9);
7 end
8 Collect the received signals

YH = [YH
T
1 , · · · , YH

T
K ]T ∈ CMK×T and

Y = [Y1, · · · , YK ] ∈ C
NC,B×TK ;

� First stage of CE
9 Estimate θM,R and φM,R by following (19);

10 Estimate ρM,R by using LS (20);
� Second stage of CE

11 Reconstruct ĤM,R at the BS;
12 Get Û by following (21);
13 Estimate θR,B and φR,B by following (25);
14 Estimate ρR,B by applying (26);
15 Reconstruct ĤR,B;

Output: ĤM,R, ĤR,B, ρ̂M,R, θ̂M,R, φ̂M,R, ρ̂R,B, θ̂R,B, and
φ̂R,B

A. RIS Phase Control Matrix

We design the RIS phase control matrix at the RIS based
on the maximization of the power of the effective channel,
as defined in (6). Based on this criterion, the optimal phase
control matrix is

Ω∗ = arg max
Ω
�G�2F, (30)

where �G�2F = �diag(ρ̂R,B)AH(θ̂R,B)ΩA(φ̂M,R)diag(ρ̂M,R)�2F,
whose (l, p)th entry can be written as

[G]l,p = [ρ̂R,B]pωTα([Δ̂]l,p)[ρ̂R,M]l,
for l = 1, · · · , LR,B, p = 1, · · · , LR,M, (31)

where Ω = diag(ω). We further define the vectorization of G
as g = vec(G), and the ith element of g is expressed as

[g]i = [ρ̂]iωTα([δ̂]i), for i = 1, · · · , LR,BLM,R, (32)

where δ̂ = vec(Δ̂).
By following (31) and (32), we can further express �G�2F

as

�G�2F =
LR,BLM,R∑

i=1

|[ρ̂]iωTα([δ̂]i)|2. (33)
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Substituting (33) in (30), we define the optimal ω∗8 as

ω∗ = arg max
ω

LR,BLM,R∑
i=1

|[ρ̂]iωTα([δ̂]i)|2

= arg max
ω

ωTCCHω∗, (34)

C =
[
α([δ̂]1), . . . , α([δ̂]LR,BLM,R)

]
diag(

[
[ρ̂]1, . . . , [ρ̂]LR,BLM,R

]
).

(35)

We apply singular value decomposition (SVD) on CCH,
resulting in CCH = EDEH. Then, in order to obtain the
optimal ω∗, we select the first column of E and further
project it to the unit-modulus vector space, resulting in ω∗ =
exp(−jphase([E]:,1)), where phase() means the element-wise
operation of extracting the phase of the argument.

B. Beamforming Vectors

The design of the beamforming vectors at BS and MS
is based on the estimates of the channel matrices and the
already-designed phase control matrix, i.e., the reconstruction
of the composite channel Ĥ = ĤR,Bdiag(ω∗)ĤM,R. We con-
duct SVD on Ĥ, which results in Ĥ = USV, so that we
select the first left-singular vector and right-singular vector
as beamforming vectors, i.e., f = [V]:,1 and w = [U]:,1.

VI. CRLB ANALYSES

The CRLB is the lower bound of any unbiased estima-
tor [41], so that it serves as a performance indicator of
our proposed CE method. Thus, in this section, we develop
the CRLB for the channel parameter estimation based on
[41], [42]. Through our analyses, the observation noise in (10)
and (11) are assumed to be Gaussian. In our proposed two-
stage CE, we first estimate the channel HM,R based on the
received signals at RIS, and then estimate the channel HR,B

based on the received signals at BS. In order to align with
our proposed two-stage CE procedure, we also divide the
calculations of the CRLB into two steps.

At the first stage of the proposed CE, the parameters
ζ = {θM,R, φM,R, ρM,R} are estimated, which are related to
the MS-RIS channel. The MSEs of the channel parameters in
ζ are lower bounded by CRLB(ζ) = J−1(ζ), where J(ζ) is
the fisher information matrix (FIM) of ζ. The details of the
derivations of the FIM are provided in Appendix A.

At the second stage of the proposed CE procedure, the para-
meters related to the RIS-BS channel9 η = {θR,B, φR,B, ρR,B}
are estimated. For simplicity, we calculate the CRLB for η by
considering the following approximation,

ĤM,R ≈ HM,R, (36)

which leads to

Ũ = [Ω1HM,RX, · · · ,ΩKHM,RX]. (37)

8The design of the phase control matrix can be done by following other
algorithms, such as element iteration algorithm and majorization-minimization
(MM) method [40]. Other methods to improve the design of BS beamforming
and RIS phase control matrix are left for future investigation.

9Since the BS knows the estimates of the channel parameters in HM,R, it is
reasonable to also ignore those parameters in the CRLB analysis at the second
stage.

Fig. 3. Network topology.

TABLE I

PARAMETER SETUP

Finally, the details of the derivations of CRLB(η) = J−1(η)
are included in Appendix B.

VII. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we describe the parameter setup and the
performance metrics to evaluate the proposed two-stage CE
approach. The propagation path gains are distributed as
CN (0, 1). We assume NB = 16, NR ∈ {32, 64}, NM = 16,
LR,B = LM,R = 2. We perform 1000 trials to average out
the results. As shown in Fig. 3, we consider the BS at a
fixed location (0,0), the RIS at the location (x,y) and the
MS at (xT ,0), where x = dT − dx, y = dy and xT = dT.
As a consequence, the distance between MS and RIS is

d1 =
√

d2
x + d2

y , while the distance between BS and RIS

is d2 =
√

(dT − dx)2 + d2
y . The path loss as a function of

distance is given by [5], so that β(d1) = β0

(
d0
d1

)γ

and

β(d2) = β0

(
d0

d1d2

)γ

, where β0 = ( λ
4μd0

)2 is the path loss at
the reference distance d0 and λ = c

fc
denotes the wavelength,

with c = 3 × 108 [m/s] being the speed of the light and fc

the carrier frequency in Hz. We set d0 = 1 [m], the path loss
exponent as γ = 3, fc = 28 [MHz], the noise power density
as N0 = −173 [dBm/Hz], the bandwidth as B = 100 [MHz],
and the transmit power as PT = 0 : 5 : 20 [dBm]. Table I
summarizes the parameters of the system model.

We evaluate the performance considering different num-
bers of active elements at the RIS. Table II summarizes the
parameters setup for the hybrid RIS architecture. We denote
Setups 1 and 2 as the small RIS, where NR = 32 for both
cases, but which differ from each other in the number of active
elements, with M ∈ {2, 4}. Setups 3 and 4 are denoted as the
large RIS, in which we increase the number of elements at
the RIS to NR = 64, differing from each other in M ∈ {6, 8}.
Also, due to the higher number of elements at the large RIS,
we further increase the training overhead compared to the
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TABLE II

PARAMETERS OF THE HYBRID RIS

small RIS. We also consider NRF,R = M and NC,B = NRF,B for
all the hybrid setups in order to reduce the training overhead.

In addition, since we consider ANM in our proposed CE
method, we assume the spatial frequencies are separated at

least by
(

4
NB

)
,
(

4
NR

)
,
(

4
NM

)
as to guarantee the super-

resolution estimation.10

A. Performance Metrics

We evaluate the performance of MSEs11 of the estimates
of AoDs, AoAs, angle differences and propagation path gains,
which are respectively given as

MSE(φM,R) = E

[
�φM,R − φ̂M,R�22

LM,R

]
, (38)

MSE(θM,R) = E

[
�θM,R − θ̂M,R�22

LM,R

]
, (39)

MSE(ρM,R) = E

[
�ρM,R − ρ̂M,R�22

LM,R

]
, (40)

MSE(δ) = E

[
�δ − δ̂�22
LR,BLM,R

]
. (41)

The MSEs of φR,B, θR,B, ρR,B are defined in the same man-
ner. Moreover, we adopt the NMSE of the channel matrices
as a performance metric. The NMSE of HM,R is defined as,

NMSE = E

[�HM,R − ĤM,R�2F
�HM,R�2F

]
(42)

where ĤM,R is the estimates of the channel matrix HM,R. The
NMSE of HR,B can be similarly defined. We also evaluate the
performance in terms of average effective SE in [bits/s/Hz]
defined as [43]

R = E

[
Tc − TH

Tc
log2

(
1 +

|wHĤf |2
σ2 + var(wHHef)

)]
, (43)

where Tc is the number of time slots in a coherence time
interval and He denotes the channel estimation error, i.e.,
He = H(ω∗) − Ĥ. We assume that the coherence time has
500 channel uses, i.e., Tc = 500.

B. Comparison With the Passive RIS

The simulation results for the MSEs of channel parameters
θM,R, φR,B and δ are shown in Fig. 4 for the small RIS.

10Accordingly with [39, Thrm. 1], the convergence of the algorithm is
guaranteed if the signal of interested is composed of adequately separated
frequencies. Otherwise, calculating the atomic norm is an infinite program-
ming problem over all feasible set of frequencies, where convergence is not
guaranteed.

11The MSE can be also formulated by considering the sine of the
angles/spatial frequencies. We clarify that the formulations are equivalent.

Fig. 4. MSEs of the angular parameters for the RIS with NR = 32 elements.

Fig. 5. MSEs of the angular parameters for the RIS with NR = 64 elements.

We consider dT = 22 [m], dx = 15 [m], dy = 2 [m]
and compare our results with the benchmark Thanks to
the super-resolution of the channel parameters at the first
stage, the error propagation to the second stage is relatively
small.scheme, i.e., the passive RIS detailed in [18]. For the
estimation of θM,R, all the setups of the hybrid RIS outperform
the passive RIS. Setup 1 brings better performance than
Setup 2, while Setup 2 has relatively lower power consumption
due to the reduced number of RF chains at the RIS. The
simulation results can be well explained by taking into account
the path loss effect on the CE. In our proposed CE method,
we perform CE at the RIS, where the path loss is proportional
to the distance d1.

However, when the CE is performed at the BS, the path loss
is proportional to d1d2. That’s why the proposed hybrid RIS
CE can in general outperform the passive RIS CE. Regarding
the MSE of δ, the hybrid RIS also has better performance than
the passive RIS. For this parameter δ, the performance depends
on the estimates from both the first and second stage. At the
first stage, we can obtain better estimation of the channel
parameters due to the lower path loss. However, at the second
stage, the path loss is larger, which affects the estimation of
ρR,B. The overall performance heavily relies on the worse
estimation, so the two setups do not have big performance
gap, as shown in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 6. Overall analyses in terms of SE of our proposed method in comparison
with the OMP, passive RIS [18] and hybrid RIS via two-way uplink downlink
training [26].

We further evaluate the MSEs of the angular parameters for
the large RIS with 64 elements, i.e., Setups 3 and 4, in Fig. 5.
We consider dT = 50 [m], dx = 10 [m], dy = 2 [m]. Since we
consider a larger distance in the LoS link, the path loss of the
MS-RIS-BS link brings more impact on the CE performance.
Herein, we can clearly see that the estimate of θM,R is better
for the hybrid setups in Fig. 5. The MSEs of φR,B and δ
show similar results as the small RIS in Fig. 4. That is, the
performance of both architectures is strongly affected by the
path loss.

C. Overall Analyses of the Hybrid RIS

We evaluate the overall performance in terms of SE of the
Setups 1 and 2, and passive RIS via ANM [18] and that of
the hybrid RIS via two-way uplink and downlink training [26].
We also evaluate the performance of Setups 1 and 2 via OMP.
In particular, the OMP algorithm employs a overcomplete dic-
tionary constructed by array response vectors with quantized
angle grids [33]. The implementation of the OMP follows the
two-stage procedure. At the first stage, we aim to recover the
channel matrix HM,R from the received signal at the RIS (10).
For this purpose, we constructed the dictionary matrices at
the MS and RIS by considering the grid sizes GM = NM and
GR = NR, respectively. At the second stage, we target the
recovery of HR,B based on the received signal at the BS (11).
Again, we constructed the dictionary matrices at RIS and BS
by quantizing the angle domain. The grid sizes at BS and RIS
are set as GB = NB and GR = NR, respectively. We clarify
that it is possible to employ a larger grid size. However, due
to the inevitable quantization error and increased correlation
among the atoms, this may not further improve the overall
performance [44].

We assume M = NRF,R = 10 for the two-way training. For
simplicity, we focus on the small RIS with NR = 32 elements.
The results of the average effective SE are provided in Fig. 6.
From the figure, we observe that results of the hybrid setups
and the passive RIS are aligned with the MSEs in Fig. 4. Also,
we can notice that the performance of our proposed method via
ANM can significantly outperform that of the OMP. Moreover,

Fig. 7. MSEs of the channel parameters in HM,R vs. CRLBs.

we observe that the overall performance of the Setups 1 and 2
are very similar, which means that we can use a reduced
number of active elements and still achieve similar SE. The
two-stage CE for hybrid RIS offers the possibility to improve
the channel estimation of one of the individual channels,
while the other channel still suffer from the effect of the path
loss at the receiver. Thanks to the combination of efficient
training and availability of measurements at the RIS, the
overall performance of our proposed method is better than the
passive RIS and the hybrid RIS via two-way uplink downlink
training.

1) CRLB: We now examine the performance of our pro-
posed method and the CRLB (More details can be found in
Section VI with calculations/derivations drawn in the Appen-
dices A and B). Fig. 7 shows the MSEs of the channel
parameters of the Setup 2, where dT = 22 [m], dx =
15 [m], dy = 2 [m]. Despite the better performance obtained
in comparison with the literature as show in Fig. 6, the
gap between the MSEs of the proposed estimator and the
CRLB shows that our method can still be further improved.
Nevertheless, this improvement would inevitably come at the
expense of more complexity, energy or time consumption,
which is not desirable in this context. It is worth mentioning
that the gap between the CRLB and the ANM may result from
different factors. For instance, the regularization parameter
may not be optimal (and finding the optimal one is still an
open problem), which affects the performance of the ANM.
Nevertheless, CRLB is helpful in providing the guidance for
the CE algorithm development in this paper.

In Fig. 8, we evaluate the MSEs of the channel parameters
θR,B, φR,B, ρR,B and make comparisons to their CRLBs.
Similar to the previous case, we can see that the MSEs of
the angles has a clear gap to the CRLBs, which may come
from the assumption of perfect recovery of HM,R in the CRLB
analyses. However, the MSE of the propagation path gain has
a reduced gap to the lower bound. Comparing the results
in Figs. 7 and 8, we can see that the MSEs of the channel
parameters are better at the first stage. This can be understood
due to the reduced path loss at the hybrid RIS. Moreover, the
estimation of the channel parameters θR,B, φR,B, ρR,B depends
on the estimates of the previous stage.
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Fig. 8. MSEs of the channel parameters in HR,B vs. CRLBs.

Fig. 9. NMSE of HR,B and HM,R.

Again, note that we develop the CRLB for the second stage
of CE by adopting ĤM,R ≈ HM,R. In practice, the estimates
of HM,R depend on the training overhead, the number of RF
chains at the RIS, and the level of SNR. As a consequence,
ĤM,R may not be approximate to HM,R. However, character-
izing the channel (parameter) estimation errors at the first
stage may yield a non-closed-form solution of the CRLB
for the second stage of CE. A more rigorous study on the
CRLB analysis for the second stage of CE is left as future
investigation.

In order to clarify the effect of error propagation from the
first stage to the second stage, we extend the discussion by
only focusing on Setup 1. We consider the training overhead
as TH = {24, 48}. In particular, we set the number of blocks
as K = {3, 6}, while the number of training beams is set
to be T = 8. In Fig. 9, we evaluate the NMSEs of the
channel matrices. First, we focus on the analyses of the error
propagation associated with the training overhead TH = 48.
From Fig. 9, we can see that the NMSE of HM,R is low.
For instance, when the transmit power is high, such as PT =
20 [dBm], the NMSE reaches the level of 10−2. This result is
beneficial from the efficient training and higher received power
at the RIS, which leads to a super-resolution estimation. The
simulation results for the estimate of HR,B take two scenarios
into account: perfect and imperfect estimation at the first
stage of CE. As excepted, the perfect estimation at the first
stage yields better performance at the second stage. However,

we would like to highlight that the gap between the NMSEs
of HR,B is small for the two scenarios. Moreover, when the
training overhead is reduced, the gap between the NMSEs of
HR,B for the two scenarios is also small. We observe that for
high transmit power, the NMSEs of HR,B have similar values.
Thus, we can conclude that the error propagation from the first
stage has a negligible effect on the performance at the second
stage.

We further extend the discussion to the impact of the
training overhead on the CE. From Fig. 9, we can see that by
increasing the training overhead, better estimation accuracy
of HM,R and HR,B is achieved. This is reasonable and also
intuitive. Also, we observe that the performance for a lower
training overhead only degrades slightly. For a high transmit
power, such as PT = 20 [dBm], the gap between the NMSEs
of HM,R is equal to 0.0060. Similar conclusions can be drawn
for the NMSEs of HR,B. Overall, we can see that our proposed
algorithm can achieve effective performance even with reduced
training overhead.

2) Location of the RIS: We also evaluate the effect of
the position of the RIS on the CE of the first stage (i.e.,
recovery of HM,R). Considering the Setup 2, the MSEs of the
channel parameters θM,R, φM,R, ρM,R are shown in Fig. 10.
We consider dT = 22 [m], dx ∈ {10, 15} [m]. We can see
that the estimation of the channel parameters for dx = 10 [m]
has better performance. We extend our study for the Setup 3,
where the RIS has NR = 64 elements. We evaluate the
performance by considering dT = 50 [m], dy = 2 [m], and
dx ∈ {20, 40} [m]. For the Setup 3, the distance between
MS and RIS also affects the performance of the CE. We can
see in Fig. 11 that the gap between the MSEs of the channel
parameters for dx = 20 [m] and dx = 40 [m] is significant.

Next, in Fig. 12 we further evaluate the MSEs of the
Setups 3 and 4 for a larger range of distance. We consider the
transmission power fixed as PT = 10 [dBm], dT = 100 [m]
and the distance dx = {20 : 15 : 80} [m]. We can observe
that the MSEs of the channel parameters increase significantly
when the distance between the RIS and the MS (dx) also
increases. Moreover, the performance of the Setups 3 and 4 are
quite similar to each other, which is aligned with the findings
in Figs. 4 and 5. The location of the RIS and how it affects
the MSEs of the channel parameters depend on the number
of elements/antennas at the BS, RIS, and MS and also the
distances among them. The overall performance may not be
significantly affected by the position of the RIS. However,
we clarify that finding the optimal location of the RIS can
bring benefits for its practical deployment.

3) Discussions: We assume that the RIS feeds back the
channel parameters to the BS by using the error-free back-
haul link. Since we consider structured channel, the BS can
reconstruct the MS-RIS channel matrix, i.e., ĤM,R, based on
the estimates of the channel parameters. An alternative way
is to feed back the entire channel matrix obtained from (19).
However, this assumption increases the volume of the feedback
due to the higher dimensions of the channel matrix than
these of channel parameters. Besides, by using the structured
channel, we can exploit the inherent sparsity of the channel
and reduce significantly the training overhead.
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Fig. 10. The effect of the location of the RIS for the channel parameter
estimation of the Setup 2.

Fig. 11. The effect of the location of the RIS for the channel parameter
estimation considering the Setup 3.

Fig. 12. MSEs of the channel parameters for fixed PT = 10 [dBm] and
varying the MS-RIS distance (dx).

Furthermore, in this work we assume that the active ele-
ments are used to collect signal observations at RIS. We find
that their positions do not affect the accuracy of the proposed
CE algorithm as long as the total number of active elements
is fixed. Nevertheless, the performance of CE can be further
improved by increasing the training overhead and the number
of RF chains and active elements.

VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

In this paper, we have studied the channel estimation via
hybrid RIS for mmWave MIMO systems and proposed a
two-stage CE procedure via ANM. Our results have shown
that our proposed CE method could bring better performance
than the passive RIS with the help of a small number of active
elements. We have developed the analytical expressions of
the CRLB for our proposed method, which provide another
baselines in addition to passive RIS CE. It has been verified
that the proposed hybrid RIS CE can outperform passive
RIS CE under the same assumption of training overhead.
We have shown that the location of the RIS can also affect
the performance of the proposed hybrid RIS CE.

The study of the minimum training overhead could provide
guidance to the design of CE, which is left as our future work.
Future research directions also include the investigation of the
CE performance for multi-user MIMO systems. In addition,
the trade-off between energy efficiency and hardware cost
for the RIS architectures is left as future investigation. The
assumption on knowing the exact number of paths and their
order information as known prior information should be
relaxed in order to make the proposed method more applicable
to the practical systems.

APPENDIX A
CALCULATION OF THE CRLB: STAGE 1 OF CE

In the following, we describe the calculations of the CRLB
for the proposed CE method. At the first stage of CE,
we estimate the parameters in the MS-RIS channel, defined as
ζ = {θM,R, φM,R, ρM,R}. The MSEs of the channel parameters
in ζ are lower bounded by CRLB(ζ), which is formulated as

CRLB(ζ) ≥ J(ζ)−1, (44)

with J(ζ) being the FIM. For instance, the observation
vector yH = vec(YH) follows Gaussian distribution with
CN (μ1, σ

2IMKT ), where the mean μ1 is expressed by

μ1 =
LM,R∑
l=1

[ρM,R]l(XT ⊗WH)
[
α∗([θM,R]l)⊗α([φM,R]l)

]
.

(45)

With this assumption, we can express the (l, m)th entry of the
FIM as

[J(ζ)]l,m =
2
σ2
�
{(

∂μ1

∂[ζ]l

)H(
∂μ1

∂[ζ]m

)}
. (46)

In the next step, we describe the derivatives of μ1 with respect
to the channel parameters in ζ and further derive the entries
of the FIM.

A. Partial Derivatives

First, we develop the partial derivatives of μ1 with respect
to the channel parameter θM,R.(

∂μ1

∂[θM,R]l

)
= (XT ⊗WH)([ρM,R]l)jπ cos([θM,R]l)[

α̃∗([θM,R]l)⊗α([φM,R]l)
]
, (47)
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where [α̃([θM,R]l)]n = (n−1) exp{jπ(n−1) sin([θM,R]l)} for
n = 1, · · · , NM. Similarly, we obtain the partial derivatives
with respect to the remaining parameters as follows(

∂μ1

∂[φM,R]l

)
= (XT ⊗WH)([ρM,R]l)jπ cos([φM,R]l)[

α∗([θM,R]l)⊗ α̃([φM,R]l)
]
, (48)(

∂μ1

∂[ρM,R]l

)
= (XT⊗WH)

[
α∗([θM,R]l)⊗α([φM,R]l)

]
, (49)

where [α̃([φM,R]l)]n = (n − 1) exp{jπ(n − 1) sin([φM,R]l)}
for n = 1, · · · , NR. The derivatives

(
∂μ1

∂[θM,R]l

)H

,
(

∂μ1
∂[φM,R]l

)H

,

and
(

∂μ1
∂[ρM,R]l

)H

can be obtained by following the equations

developed above and by applying the conjugate transpose.

B. Calculation of Fisher Information Matrix

We first calculate the entries of the elements in the principal
diagonal. For instance, the (l, l)th entry of J(ζ) is given by

J([θM,R]l, [θM,R]l) =
2
σ2

{(
∂μ1

∂[θM,R]l

)H(
∂μ1

∂[θM,R]l

)}
. (50)

By substituting the derivatives of μ1 with respect to θM,R,
we obtain

J([θM,R]l, [θM,R]l)=
2
σ2

{
([ρM,R]l)2π2cos2([θM,R]l)

[
χ1ξ1κ1

]}
,

(51)

where χ1 =
[
α̃T([θM,R]l) ⊗ αH([φM,R]l)

]
, ξ1 = (XT ⊗

WH)H(XT ⊗WH), and κ1 =
[
α̃∗([θM,R]l) ⊗ α([φM,R]l)

]
.

Similarly, we can obtain

J([φM,R]l, [φM,R]l) =
2
σ2

{(
∂μ1

∂[φM,R]l

)H(
∂μ1

∂[φM,R]l

)}

=
2
σ2

([ρM,R]l)2π2cos2([φM,R]l)
[
χ2ξ1κ2

]
,

(52)

J([ρM,R]l, [ρM,R]l) =
2
σ2

{(
∂μ1

∂[ρM,R]l

)H(
∂μ1

∂[ρM,R]l

)}

=
2
σ2

[
χ3ξ1κ3

]
, (53)

where χ2 =
[
αT([θM,R]l) ⊗ α̃H([φM,R]l)

]
, κ2 =[

α∗([θM,R]l) ⊗ α̃([φM,R]l)
]
, χ3 =

[
αT([θM,R]l) ⊗

αH([φM,R]l)
]
, and κ3 =

[
α∗([θM,R]l) ⊗ α([φM,R]l)

]
.

Note that the calculations of the (l, m)th off-diagonal entries
follow the same procedure.

APPENDIX B
CALCULATION OF THE CRLB: STAGE 2 OF CE

At the second CE stage, we target at recovering the parame-
ters of the RIS-BS channel, defined as η = {θR,B, φR,B, ρR,B}.
Note that the procedure to obtain the elements of the FIM and
the corresponding CRLB is similar to the analysis in Appen-
dice A. We assume that the observation vector y = vec(Y)

follows Gaussian distribution with CN (μ2, σ
2ITKNC,B), where

μ2 is defined by

μ2 =
LR,B∑
l=1

[ρR,B]l(Ũ
T ⊗WH

B )
(
α∗([θR,B]l)⊗α([φR,B]l)

)
. (54)

By adopting this assumption, we can formulate the FIM J(η)
as

[J(η)]l1,l2 =
2
σ2
�
{(

∂μ2

∂[η]l1

)H(
∂μ2

∂[η]l2

)}
. (55)

In the following, we develop the derivatives of μ2 with respect
to η in detail.

A. Partial Derivatives

We describe the derivatives of μ2 with respect to the channel
parameters in η.(

∂μ2

∂[θR,B]l1

)
= (Ũ

T ⊗WH
B )([ρR,B]l)jπ cos([θR,B]l1) (56)

[
α̃∗([θR,B]l1)⊗α([φR,B]l1)

]
, (57)(

∂μ2

∂[φR,B]l1

)
= (Ũ

T ⊗WH
B )([ρR,B]l1)jπ cos([φR,B]l1) (58)

[
α∗([θR,B]l1)⊗ α̃([φR,B]l1)

]
, (59)(

∂μ2

∂[ρR,B]l1

)
= (Ũ

T ⊗WH
B )
[
α∗([θR,B]l1)⊗ α([φR,B]l1)

]
,

(60)

where [α̃([φR,B]l1)]n = (n− 1) exp{jπ(n− 1) sin([φR,B]l1)}
for n = 1, · · · , NB and [α̃([θR,B]l1)]n = (n− 1) exp{jπ(n−
1) sin([θR,B]l1)} for n = 1, · · · , NR.

B. Calculation of Fisher Information Matrix

For sake of brevity, we only define the entries of the
elements on the main diagonal of the FIM as

J([θR,B]l1 , [θR,B]l1) =
2
σ2

{(
∂μ2

∂[θR,B]l1

)H(
∂μ2

∂[θR,B]l1

)}
,

(61)

J([φR,B]l1 , [φR,B]l1) =
2
σ2

{(
∂μ2

∂[φR,B]l1

)H(
∂μ2

∂[φR,B]l1

)}
,

(62)

J([ρR,B]l1 , [ρR,B]l1) =
2
σ2

{(
∂μ2

∂[θR,B]l1

)H(
∂μ2

∂[θR,B]l1

)}
.

(63)

By applying the derivatives of μ2 with respect to η, we obtain

J([θR,B]l1 , [θR,B]l1)

=
2
σ2

{
([ρR,B]l1)

2π2 cos2([θR,B]l1)
[
χ4ξ2κ4

]}
, (64)

where χ4 =
[
αT([θR,B]l1) ⊗ α̃H([φR,B]l1)

]
, ξ2 = (Ũ

T ⊗
WH

B )H(Ũ
T ⊗WH

B ), and κ4 =
[
α∗([θR,B]l1) ⊗ α̃([φR,B]l1)

]
.
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In a similar procedure, we can re-write (62) and (63), respec-
tively, as

J([θR,B]l1 ,[θR,B]l1) =
2
σ2

([ρR,B]l1)
2π2cos2([φR,B]l1)

[
χ5ξ2κ5

]
,

(65)

J([ρR,B]l1 , [ρR,B]l1) =
2
σ2

[
χ6ξ2κ6

]
, (66)

where χ5 =
[
αT([θR,B]l1) ⊗ α̃H([φR,B]l1)

]
, κ5 =[

α∗([θR,B]l1) ⊗ α̃([φR,B]l1)
]
, χ6 =

[
αT([θR,B]l1) ⊗

αH([φR,B]l1)
]
, and κ6 =

[
α∗([θR,B]l1) ⊗ α([φR,B]l1)

]
. The

remaining entries of the FIM can be derived by following the
same procedure.
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